EmX Works announces new integration with
Webex meetings and messaging
January 19, 2022.
EmX Works, a provider of digital skill solutions and analytics, announced its integration with Webex.
The EmX Works platform provides businesses and employees with thousands of digital skill definitions, mapped to current
and emerging technical roles. By surfacing skills in the productivity solutions that employees use every day, skill
management processes are no longer siloed in the HR department. Employees can focus their skills development for the
digital age where it really matters – right where they work. The platform also provides organizations with insight into their
existing employee skills landscape and enables planning and execution of upskilling programs to close technical skills gaps.
The EmX Digital Skills solution is integrated as one of the new types of ‘Embedded Apps’ into Webex meetings and
messaging. It makes digital skills and roles available to users in the natural flow of work.
Martin Harwar, founder at EmX Works, says: “Skill gaps, especially those required for technical and digital roles, are
increasingly becoming problems for CEOs, HR leaders, and even governments. But the traditional approach of managing
skills solely in the HR department - often in inaccessible spreadsheets - is not fit for the current digital age. It does not scale
anywhere near enough to even start filling those skill gaps, and employees rarely log into what they see as HR systems.
What’s needed is for digital skills and roles to be surfaced to employees right where they work every day, and for strategy
folks to be able to make informed decisions based on real employee skill analytics.”
With EmX Works already established as the world’s most comprehensive skills framework, the integration with Webex is
an ideal way of surfacing skills to employees. The new style of Embedded Apps in Webex means employees can access
and benefit from digital role and skill information without needing to log into external systems.
For a quick overview of the integrated employee experience, watch the video at https://emx.works/webex.
For further information about EmX Digital Skills and integrations with Webex, please contact Martin Harwar at
martin.harwar@emx.works or visit https://emx.works.
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